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We focus attention on the rapidly growing electromagnetic instabilities arising in the interaction of intense
and relativistic electron beams �REB� with supercompressed thermonuclear fuel. REB-target system is consid-
ered neutralized in charge and current with a distribution function including beam and target temperatures. The
electromagnetic filamentation �Weibel� instability is first considered analytically in a linear approximation.
Relevant growth rates parameters then highlight density ratios between target and particle beams, as well as
transverse temperatures. Significant refinements include mode-mode coupling and collisions with target elec-
trons. The former qualify the so-called quasilinear �weakly turbulent� approach. Usually, it produces signifi-
cantly lower growth rates than the linear ones. Collisions enhance them slightly for kc /�p�1, and dampen
them strongly for kc /�p�1. In a low temperature target plasma, intrabeam scattering also contributes to the
instability taming, while keeping it close to zero in a warm plasma. Our numerical exploration provides further
support to the cone-angle configuration �Osaka experiment� with REB penetrating close to the dense core of
superdense deuterium+tritium fuel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One can still notice a rather high level of current interest
for the interaction physics of intense and relativistic electron
beams �REB� with superdense deuterium+tritium �DT� plas-
mas. Corresponding target electron np density ranges be-
tween 1023 electrons/cm−3 for the outer layer of compressed
DT core �see Fig. 1� and 1026 electrons/cm−3 at center. Such
a concern is basically motivated by the fast ignition scenario
�FIS� for inertial confinement fusion �ICF� driven by intense
and laser produced REB with number density nb
�1022 electrons/cm−3 �1�. Such a scheme outlines to the ex-
treme the separation of compression driven by lasers, heavy
ion beams or Z pinches, from the controlled ignition through
REB which thus relieves to a large extent the energy request
on initial precompression. The successful completion of such
an approach to ICF demands a careful control of any elec-
tromagnetic instability susceptible to evolve very swiftly
within the REB-target system. Such an instability is poten-
tially able to divert transversally with respect to initial REB
propagation, and nearly instantaneously, a significant amount
of the incoming REB translation energy.

That process is not only quantitative, it is also highly
likely to occur through a filamentation with a substantial
degradation of beam focusing capabilities.

Such concerns are by no means restricted to ICF physics.
They also play a central role in solar flares �2�, for instance,

as well as in some laboratory plasmas where filamentation
�Weibel� instabilities could be seen degraded into highly
nonlinear Langmuir turbulence �3�.

Recently, our group has devoted a very thorough scrutiny
to the interplay of filamentation �Weibel� electromagnetic in-
stabilities with the more mundane two-stream and longitudi-
nal instability �4�. As a result, a previously unnoticed oblique
ridge has thus been unravelled in the space delimited by the
growth rate and the two corresponding wavenumber coordi-
nates. However, those studies are still restricted to a colli-
sionless situation. Here, we do focus attention on the so-
called filamentation �Weibel� branch identified in these

FIG. 1. Relativistic electron beam �REB� propagation with MeV
incoming energy through layers of increasing density Np in a core
of precompressed DT fuel.
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preliminary investigations �4�. A complete exploration, in-
cluding collisions with two-stream altogether, is postponed
to further inquiries.

Here, we intend to focus attentions on the very large den-
sities implied in a realistic beam-target interaction of FIS
interest �1,5,6�. Despite that beam particle density nb always
fulfills a weak beam approximation nb�np, it should be
taken around nb�1022 electrons/cm−3 to secure on a 10 nsec
time scale several tens of kJ to the off-center hot spot re-
quested for DT ignition. Such a situation implies that the
usual collisionless assumption used in working out electro-
magnetic instabilities through the Vlasov equation be re-
moved. At this juncture, a few earlier endeavors dedicated to
the interplay of electromagnetic instabilities with electron-
electron collisions should be recalled �7–9�. Okada and Niu
�7� make use of a Vlasov framework and characterize the
beam-plasma interaction with a anisotropic superposition of
Maxwell distributions. These authors were concerned by an
earlier ICF approach based on the use of intense REB for
compressing directly DT fuels. In the meantime, this ap-
proach has been recognized as impractical, in view of the
rapid growth of transverse hydrodynamical instabilities �10�
severely limiting the increase in target density.

However, the given beam-target modeling is easily trans-
ferable to FIS of a precompressed DT target, thus avoiding
the former and unfortunate hydroexpansion effect. Later on,
Wallace et al. �8� used the Los Alamos Venus code to docu-
ment the effect of e-i and e-e Rutherford scattering collisions
in target on the Weibel growth rate in a laser produced
plasma. They noticed that the Weibel mechanism is not se-
verely altered by the presence of collisions. It is seen simply
weakened as collisionality is increased. It should also be
mentioned that the given target plasma parameters are very
different from the FIS ones, and the filamentation instability
is not REB driven, in this case.

Much more recently, Kruer et al. �9� have presented 2D
and 3D particle-in-cell �PIC� simulations for REB-plasma
interaction of FIS relevance. They also notice a weakening of
Weibel growth rates when collisions are included.

As far as we know, all those works considered electron-
electron �e-e� and electron-ion �e-i� collisions in target. We
will demonstrate in the latter that for the very dense REB
considered in fast ignition, intrabeam scattering may also
play a significant role. Same remarks also apply to the very
recent and linear analysis displayed by Honda �11�, who ex-
tends to e-e collisions and FIS parameters, former extensive
and collisionless investigations of electromagnetic instabili-
ties in astrophysical plasmas by the Pisa Group �12–14�.

Honda �11� displays an extensive eigenmodes study and
come up with filamentation growth rates which tend to satu-
rate when kc /�p�1 in terms of the target electron plasma
frequency �p. We do agree in the sequel with this conclu-
sion. However, these collisional and linear growth rates are
still too large to be of practical use in the FIS modus oper-
andi.

This explains that we give also attention to quasilinear
growth which retain the effect of in situ electromagnetic
fields on target particule trajectories.

In the sequel, we shall often refer to the filamentation
�Weibel� instability as the Weibel electromagnetic instability
�WEI� �15�.

At this juncture, it should be appreciated that present em-
phasis on linear and quasilinear approach is not only moti-
vated by analytic tractability. It is also a genuine basic con-
cern to understand quantitatively the WEI onset at its earlier
beginning when it is competing with the REB energy loss
through electron-electron collisions. This kind of information
is rather difficult to unravel from 3D particle-in-cell �PIC�
codes, in view of their intrinsic numerical noise �16�, which
often lends them to skip too swiftly the crucial and initial
linear stage, while jumping directly into the fully nonlinear
one.

FIS demands on filamentation �Weibel� growth rates are
displayed in Sec. II. Okada-Niu formalism �7� for the REB-
target interaction with collision included is adapted to the
fast ignitor scheme in Sec. III. We thus stress the pivotal
significance of asymmetry parameters for beam and target
plasmas, respectively. Quasilinear improvements are detailed
in Sec. IV, within a Dupree-Weinstock approach �17� conve-
niently rephrased by Kono and Ichikawa �18�. Section V
displays the resulting growth rate profiles through a rather
extensive parameter study. Conclusions are offered in Sec.
VI.

II. FIS CONSTRAINTS ON WEI GROWTH RATES

In order to get the femtolaser produced REB through the
huge density gradient �see Fig. 1� of compressed fuel, the
relativistic electrons should experience only a small energy
loss in the less dense outer layers. The corresponding REB
should thus keep, as much as possible, its emittance unper-
turbed before reaching the most dense region.

The most deleterious effect which could prevent an effi-
cient REB penetration toward dense fuel core is featured by
the WEI able to divert swiftly and transversally to initial
REB orientation a significant fraction of its kinetic energy.
So, a crucial figure of merit is the number of WEI e-foldings

Ne-fold = �maxTstop, �1�

in terms of REB relativistic stopping time ��b=vb /c�

Tstop =
1

c
�

Eb
min

Eb
max 1 +

Eb

mec
2

�� Eb

mec
2	� Eb

mec
2 + 2

	
1/2

dEb

dEb

dx

, �2�

�
100

4
� 10−4 cm �

1

�bc cm/sec

�10−13 sec for 1 MeV REB

travelling through 25 �m of constant density plasma target.
In the collisionless regime, WEI has received a number of

extensive treatments �19–23�, in various plasma configura-
tions, with or without impinging particle beams. In particu-
lar, Davidson et al. �21� devoted a lot of attention to beam-
target interaction monitored by a constant and axial magnetic
field.
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III. LINEAR TREATMENTS

Here we follow quite closely an earlier and very clear
presentation of Okada and Niu �7�. REB and target plasma
are taken initially unmagnetized, with immobile target ions.
The latter have a typical plasma frequency much lower than
that of the electrons, which monitor the growth rate time
scale. The incoming beam is considered, homogenrous and
spatially infinite.

Beam-target system is taken neutral. REB propagates with
overall velocity v�d

b. As in Ref. �7�, we focus on an electro-
magnetic mode with wave number k� orthogonal to v�d

b, per-

turbed electric field E� �V� d
b and perturbed magnetic field B�

normal to v�d
b and E� . This choice stands at variance with the

Honda linear analysis �11� based also on a purely transverse

mode with k� �V� d
b, but with B� �V� d

b and E� normal to k� and B� .
Beam-target interaction is considered in a weak beam ap-

proximation with a ratio of target electron density np to beam
density nb r=nb /np�1, in full agreement with FIS prescrip-
tions. Presently, we characterize the beam and target elec-
trons, respectively, with a classical Fried-Conte �24� dielec-
tric function,

W�z� = lim	→0+�2
�−1/2�
−�

� y

y − z − i	
exp�−

1

2
y2	dy.

�3�

In the near future we also intend to include partial degen-
eracy �25� effects required in a low temperature precom-
pressed DT plasma.

According to Ref. �7� �Okada-Niu� we now model the
REB-target electron interaction with equilibrium bi-
Maxwellian distribution

f0�p� =
np

2
m��x
p�y

p�1/2exp�−
�px + pd

p�2

2m�x
p −

py
2

2m�y
p	

+
nb

2
mb��x
b�y

b�1/2exp�−
�px + pd

b�2

2mb�x
b −

py
2

2mb�y
b	 .

�4�

Here �x ,�y are the temperature components parallel to the x
and y directions, pd is the drift momentum, and superscripts
p and b represent the plasma electron and the beam electron,
respectively. The linearized Vlasov equation reads as

� f

�t
+ v ·

� f

�r
+ q�E +

v

c
� B	 ·

� f

�p
= − 	�f − f0� , �5�

where 	 is the effective collision frequency, to be precised
latter, f is the electron distribution function at position r and
momentum p at time t , f0 is the equilibrium distribution
function, q denotes the electric charge �including sign�, c is
the velocity of light v and p are related by v=p /mb, b
= �1+ p2 / �mc�2�1/2 and m is the electron rest mass.

From Eqs. �4� and �5� one easily obtains through a well-
known and simultaneous linearization of Vlasov Eq. �5� and
Maxwell equations, linear dispersion relations for purely
transverses modes with respect to initial beam orientation.
Standard procedures based in linear susceptibilities �p

L for the

target plasma and �b
L for the beam plasma allow to put the

linear dispersion relation for a purely transverse mode under
the form

1 + �p
L�k,�� + �b

L�k,�� = k2c2/�2, �6�

�p
L�k,�� =

�p
2

��� + i	��1 − AW��� −
i	

�
�A − 1�W���
 , �7�

�b
L�k,�� =

�b
2

�2 �1 − BW���� , �8�

where

�p
2 =

4
npe2

m
, �b

2 =
4
nbe2

mb
, �9a�

A = ��x
p + pd

p2
/m�/�y

p, B = ��x
b + pd

b2
/mb� , �9b�

� =
�� + i	p�
k��y

p/m�1/2 , � =
�� + i	b�

k��y
b/mb�1/2 , �9c�

b denotes the usual Lorentz factor �1− �vz
b /c�2�−1.2 for a

monochromatic beam.
In contradistinction to many earlier works, the very high

beam density �nb�1022 electrons/cm−3� indulges us in as-
signing a collision frequency 	b to the incoming REB
plasma. Let us also notice that � �Eq. �9c�� is normalized by
a nonrelativistic thermal velocity with a b factor.

This is correct in the limiting cases b=1 �nonrelativistic�
and b�1 �ultrarelativistic�. In between those extrema of b
values, such a � expression might prove erroneous. Correct
expression fulfilling relativistic kinematics should then read,
in dimensionless form,

Vy
b

c
= � �y

b

mb
�	1/2� 2

b
� +

�y
b

m c2b
�	1/2

,

→� �y
b

mc2b
�	1/2

, b
� � 1, �10�

with b
�, Lorentz factor for beam transverse motion.

In this linear formalism, A and B �cf. Eq. �9b�� qualify
positive asymmetry parameters �1, for target plasma and
beam, respectively. They play a pivotal role in the ensuing
numerical analysis, and depend on momenta

Pd
b = mbVz

b, Pd
p = Pd

b nb

npb
. �11�

It is sufficient for FIS purposes, to restrict attention to a
nonrelativistic target plasma with

�x,y
P � 10 keV.

In the right-hand side of Eq. �5�, we use a split Krook term
	=	p+	b. Both terms essentially document the electron-
electron collision frequency �26�
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	p,b = 2.91 � 10−6 np,b�cm−3�
Tp,b�eV�3/2 ln �p,b, �12a�

in terms of usual Coulomb logarithm. 	p should also include
a small electron-ion term 	p /2.5, so one finally gets

	p = 3.31 � 10−6 np�cm−3�
Tp�eV�3/2 ln�p, �12b�

	b = 2.91 � 10−6 nb�cm−3�
Tb�eV�3/2 ln�b, �12c�

In Eqs. �12a�–�12c� one has

ln �p,b = ln�9ND� ,

with

ND =
1 . 72 � 109Tp,b

3/2�eV�
np,b

1/2�cm−3�
.

Target plasma is taken in thermal equilibrium �Te=Ti�
with Z̄=1 for a DT mixture.

Ion-ion collision frequency,

	pi �
2.9 � 10−6

60

np�cm−3�
Tp�eV�3/2 ln�p,

is usually negligible.
The beam-plasma model elaborated in Ref. �7� is espe-

cially appealing in a FIS context in view of its explicit de-
pendence on density ratio np /nb, and isotropic temperatures
Tp and Tb, for target and REB plasma, respectively.

This choice significantly departs from several earlier in-
vestigations devoted to the electron collisional taming of the
WEI �8,9,11,27�. Those latter do not stress such a marked
distribution between beam and target plasmas. This point of
view leads Honda �11� and Krainov �27� to endow the target
plasma with relativistic properties, although its temperature
should be kept under 10 keV, to motivate a FIS approach to
ICF. Of course, astrophysical applications are not concerned
by this remark. Even doing so, Honda �11� and Krainov �27�
came up with contradictory conclusions about the estimate of
the electron �beam�-ion �target� collision frequency 	ei taken
in a relativistic Mott setting. For instance, as soon as np
�1023 electrons/cm−3, Eq. �1� in Ref. �11� displays a nor-
malized frequency 	ei /�p�1, which precludes any linear
treatment of the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations. On
the other hand, we confirm Krainov �27� estimate 	ei /�p
�1. However, we think it more appropriate to tackle FIS
physics with Tb�Tp, while the choice of a unique tempera-
ture in Ref. �27� seems adequate if one restricts to photoion-
ization of bound electrons through ultraintense lasers.

Linear dispersion relations �6�–�8� may now be easily
worked out through appropriate dimensionless variables

x =
�

�p
, y =

kc

�p
,

V1 =
Vy

b

c
, V2 =

Vy
p

c
,

r =
nb

bnp
, n1 =

	b

�b
, n =

	p

�p
, �13�

with V1,2 highlighting the central significance of velocities
transverse to initial beam orientation. Equations �6�–�8� now
become

1 + „1 + �− A + �1 − A�n/x��1 − 1.2533�x + n�/yV2�…/

�x�x + n�� + r„1 − B�1 − 1.2533�x + n1�/�yV1��…/

x�x + n1� + y2/x2 = 0, � � 1, � � 1,

1 + „1 − �A + �A − 1�n/x��yV2/�n + x��2
…/�x�x + n��

+ r„1 − B�1 − 1.2533�x + n1�/�yV1��…/x�x + n1�

+ y2/x2 = 0, � � 1, � � 1,

1 + „1 − �A�1 + n/x� − n/x��1 − 1.2533�x + n�/yV2�…/

�x�x + n��r�1 − By2V1
2/x + n1�/x�x + n1� + y2/x2 = 0,

� � 1, � � 1,

1 + „1 − �A + �A − 1�n/x��yV2/�x + n��2
…/�x�x + n��

+ r�1 − B�yV1/x + n1�2�/x�x + n1� + y2/x2 = 0,

� � 1, � � 1. �14�

Algebraic equations �14� are derived through standard
asymptotic expansions of the dielectric function �3�, given
respectively as

W�z� = i�


2
Ze−Z−Z2/2

+ �


2
	1/2

Ze−Z2/2 + 1 − Z2 +
Z4

3
+ ¯

+
�− �n+1Z2n+2

�2n + 1� ! !
+ ¯ �15�

for Z�1 and also

W�z� = i�


2
Ze−Z2/2 −

1

Z2 −
3

Z4 ¯
�2n − 1� ! !

Z2n , �16�

for Z�1.
Expansions �15� and �16� then allow to qualify the four

approximations successively declined in Eq. �14� as hot-hot
���1 and ��1� with x /y� inf�V1 ,V2�, hot-cold ���1
and ��1� with V2�x /y�V1, cold-hot ���1 and ��1�
with V1�x /y�V2, and cold-cold ���1 and ��1� with
x /y�sup�V1 ,V2�. Dispersion relations �14� document the
pertinence of transverse velocities in REB and target plasma,
respectively.
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IV. QUASILINEAR ANALYSIS

It is now appropriate to supplement the above linear
analysis based on rectilinear trajectories of plasma particles
with more realistic ones including the effects of local and

self-induced electric E� �k� ,�� and magnetic B� �k� ,�� fields.
This is precisely the goal of the so-called weak turbulence
theory �7�a�,17,18,21� initially phrased out by Dupree �17�
and Weinstock �18�. Here, we use with Okada-Niu �7�a�� a
convenient presentation of this theoretical framework due to
Kono and Ichikawa �18�. It starts with a nonlinear dispersion
relation for a purely transverse mode written as

1 + �NL�k,�� =
k2c2

�2 , �17�

with the nonlinear susceptibility

�NL�k�,�� =
4
e2

�
i� dp�G� �k�,p� ,����1 −

k� · v�

�
	v

+ �v2

�
−

k� · v�

k2 	k
 ·
� f�p��

�p�
, �18�

in terms of the Fourier transform of the particle orbit Green
function including secular terms in the form

G̃�k,v,�� = �
0

�

dt exp�i�� − k� · v��t −
1

3
D̃�v��k2t3
 , �19�

where

D̃�v�� =
e2

�mb�2�
k�1

� d�1

2

�E� �k�1,�1� +

v�

c
� B� �k�1�1��2

� �
0

�

dt exp�− i��1 − k�1 · v��t −
1

3
D̃�v��k1

2t3
 �20�

denotes a self-consistent, velocity-dependent and renormal-
ized diffusion coefficient including the influence of local
electric and magnetic fields on particle trajectories.

At this juncture it proves convenient to introduce a vertex
function ��k ,v� through

�3�k,v� = k2D̃�v� , �21�

which allows approximating Im��NL� with

Im��NL��y
p

m
,

�y
b

mb
	� � Im��L��y

p

m
+

�2�k,vc�
k2 ,

�y
b

mb
+

�2�k,vc�
k2 	� , �22�

and

Re��NL� � Re��L� , �23�

where vc is the critical velocity �28� given by

�� − kvc�2 � 2��k,vc�2. �24�

The nonlinear saturation level can be derived from the
vanishing of nonlinear growth rate of unstable waves at satu-
ration, i.e.,

Im�1 + �NL� = 0. �25�

By using Eqs. �22�, �24�, and �25�, the saturation value of
��k ,vc� can be determined as the largest solution of the bi-
quartic equation:

�1 +
�b

2

�p
2	�4�k,vc� − ��b

2

�p
2

pd
b2

�mb�2 +
�x

p

m
+

pd
p2

m2 − �1 +
�b

2

�p
2	

���y
p

m
+

�y
b

mb
	
�2�k,vc�k2 − ��b

2

�p
2

pd
b2

�mb�2 +
�y

p

m

+ � �x
p

m2 +
pd

p2

m2 	�y
p

m
− �1 +

�b
2

�p
2	�y

p

m

�y
b

mb

k4 = 0. �26�

Denoting such a solution as �=��k ,vc /k� and expliciting the
equivalences

FIG. 2. WEI growth rates in terms of wave number for a hot
REB ��y

b=10 keV, �x
b=10 eV� impinging a cold plasma with

np /nb=10 and ��y
p=�x

p=10 eV�. �a� A� and B� �Eq. �28�� with the
largest root of Eq. �26�. �b� A� and B� with the next largest root of
Eq. �26�. nb=1022 e cm−3.
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�y
p/m → �y

p/m +
�b

2

�p
2

pd
b2

m2b
2 , �27a�

�y
b/m → �y

b/m +
�b

2

�p
2

pd
b2

m2b
2 , �27b�

with pd
b=mVbb validating Eqs. �22� and �23�, one is led to

replace asymmetrical parameters A and B given in Eq. �9b�
with

A� =
ATp

Tp + XD
, B� =

BTb

Tb + XD
, �28�

and D=511r�1−b
−2�. Tp and Tb being evaluted in keV. One

should also notice that the other and disregarded solutions of
Eq. �26� lead to an even lower saturation level. So, by stick-
ing to the highest and positive solution, we indeed minimize
the considered saturation level, and corresponding reduction
of the WEI growth rate. A significant illustration of such an

approach is given in Fig. 2 with a hot 2 MeV REB and a
strongly anisotropic thermal distribution ��y

b=10 keV, �x
b

=10 eV� interacting with a rather cold plasma target ��y
p

=�x
p=100 eV�, ten times more dense than the incoming

beam. The two considered roots of Eq. �28� are significantly
different, while corresponding growth rate profiles look
rather similar. Indeed the largest X value features slighter
lower � than these pertaining to the next X value.

V. WEI GROWTH RATES (GR) PROFILES

In such investigations much of the relevant physics is un-
ravelled by profiles of WEI growth rates normalized with
target plasma frequency �p in terms of dimensionless wave
number kc /�p scaled by the inverse of target skin depth.

Using respectively �A ,B� and �A� ,B�� �Eqs. �27a� and
�27b�� into the relevant linear dispersion relations �14�, we
obtain the WEI growth rates depicted as linear �L� and qua-
silinear �QL�, respectively.

FIG. 3. WEI GR profiles with Tp=Tb=100 eV and np /nb=100
with projectile energy Eb��2,100� keV. �a� Linear �L� growth rates.
�b� Quasilinear �QL� growth rates n�0 and n1�0.

FIG. 4. Same caption as Fig. 3 with Tp=2 keV, other parameters
unchanged. �a� L with n�0 and n1�0. �b� QL with n�0 and
n1=0.
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A. Basic trends

Recalling that the best performing FIS scenarios demand
a nearly isentropic precompression with as low as possible a
target temperature Tp. We consider in Fig. 3 a typical REB-
plasma system with also a cold beam �Tb=100 eV� for a
density ratio np /nb=100, already achieved in some prelimi-
nary, and low energy scale experiments �29� with ultrain-
tense petawatt �PW� lasers. Figure 3�a� features linear �L�
GR parametrized for several REB energies, and steadily in-
creasing for 0.1�kc /�p�10. Beam energy dependence ap-
pears nearly negligible. Those outputs display a marked con-
trast with their quasilinear �QL� counterparts, which remain
always negative with a conspicuous dip replacing former
positive slop. In both cases �L and QL� collisions with n
�0 and n1�0 are retained in target plasma and REB, as
well. Main provisional conclusion displayed by these cap-
tions is a significant QL stabilizing effect. Switching now to
a higher target temperature with Tp=2 keV in Fig. 4, for a
much higher beam temperature �Tp=100 keV�, we have now
n1�0. Then, one witnesses an overall behavior quite similar
to former one with quasinegligible GR in the n�0 quasilin-
ear approximation. Again REB energy dependence is hardly
noticeable.

FIG. 5. WEI GR profiles with Tp=Tb=100 eV, np /nb=10, and
Eb=1 MeV in terms of n and n1. �a� L; �b� QL.

FIG. 6. WEI GR profiles with Tp=Tb=10 eV, np /nb=10, and
Eb=40 MeV. n1=0.

FIG. 7. Same caption as Fig. 5 with Tp=Tb=1 keV.
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Switching now to a low density ratio np /nb=10 �Fig. 5�
for a cold beam-target system makes to appear a subtle in-
terplay of QL and collision effects. First, the latter are seen to
have a rather small impact on the L profiles �Fig. 5�a��, while
QL ones �Fig. 5�b�� are strongly affected. n�0 and n1�0
are shown to yield a negative � profile for all kc /�p�1.
Profile with n�0 and n1=0 confirms a previous finding
�8,9,30� documenting enhanced values above collisionless
ones, with further damping to negative values as soon as
kc /�p�1 �not shown on Fig. 5�.

On the other hand, considering high projectile energy Eb
=40 MeV �Fig. 6� confirms QL stabilizing effect altogether
with a negligible of beam-target collision contribution �n
�0� when n1=0.

It is also rather instructive to mention global trends
showed by linear and quasilinear growth rates. The most
conspicuous one features a very small linear-quasilinear dis-
crepancy at large beam temperature Tb�300 keV, valid for
all r ,Tp and kc /�p values.

A more obvious one involes the merging of linear and
quasilinear growth rates at large wavelength fulfilling
kc /�p�0.01.

B. np /nb dependence

Figures 7–10 illustrate a typical beam-target interaction
with Tp=Tb=1 keV and Eb=1 MeV with np /nb ranging from
10 up to 104. Significant qualitative and quantitative discrep-
ancies remain noticeable for np /nb�100. At higher density
ratio, L and QL profiles exhibit full stabilization, which thus
highlights the basic soundness of the wedged-cone approach
to fast ignition �29� with REB directly introduced close to
the dense core. Also the n�0 and n1�0 profile, albeit on the
� /�p=0 line, remains the highest, for L—as well as for the
QL—approximation. It should be recalled that maintaining
Tp constant while rising np keeps n increasing too, while
decreasing n1. The np /nb=10 �Fig. 7� case is particularly
instructive, in this regard.

Linear GR are seen monotonously increasing for any col-
lisionality n �target� or n1 �beam� in the whole wavelength
range. Quasilinear GR turn negative as soon as kc /�p�0.6.
It has to be noticed that retaining collisions only in target
plasma enhance GR at kc /�p�0.6, while restricting them to
beam plasma produces the lowest GR. Keeping them in tar-
get and beam plasmas still constrain the growth rate within
acceptable values for permitting an efficient target ignition
through beam collisional stopping.

FIG. 8. Same caption as Fig. 7 with np /nb=100.

FIG. 9. Same caption as Fig. 7 with np /nb=1000.
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It is also of a certain interest to check the np /nb depen-
dence at higher target temperature. Figure 11 exhibit corre-
sponding variations for Tp=10 keV, Tb=1 keV, Eb=1 MeV,
and n�0 with vanishing n1. One can thus witness that a high
Tp target features a WEI-immune beam-target interaction. L
and QL profiles remain always stable, for all np /nb ratio.
Unfortunately, FIS �1� is mostly efficient for Tp�1 keV,
where WEI growth rates demand a clever taming.

C. High beam temperature

Now, we switch attention to REB-target plasma interac-
tion with an isotropic beam temperature Tb�100 keV, in
order to investigate the resulting potential for WEI taming.

First it should be noticed that whatever the longitudinal
beam temperature Tb

� is, the joint distribution �4� delivers GR
values independent of Tb

� .
First, we pay attention to rather cold targets with Tp

=100 eV so that n≫n1, which could allow to neglect n1.
Figure 12 feature corresponding GR profiles with Tb

=500 keV and 1 MeV, respectively for np /nb=100 and Eb
=5 MeV. Figure 12�a� demonstrates a strong collision �4�
effect with identical L and QL results. The n�0 profile again
confirms a behavior noticed several times previously
�8,9,30�. WEI � values for kc /�p�1 get enhanced with re-

spect to collisionless ones, and drop to negative �damping�
values for kc /�p�0.4. A factor of 2 increase in plasma tem-
perature produces flat L as well as QL profiles �Fig. 12�b��.
Moreover, in agreement with above results, they remain un-
changed in the Eb range 5–50 MeV.

Keeping same Tb values in the 0.5–1 MeV range while
increasing Tp and np /nb �Fig. 13�a�� or Tp and Eb �Fig. 13�b��
simplify greatly the GR profiles. Linear-quasilinear differ-
ences practically disappear as well as n�0 enhancement ef-
fect for kc /�p�1.

Increasing significantly the target plasma density and the
beam temperature �Fig. 13� renders negligible the intrabeam
collision term fulfilling now n1≪n. The very high Tb value,
in MeV range erases very efficiently any positive growth
rate, thus featuring a beam-target interaction stable at any
plasma wave number k.

These preliminary results highlight again the cone-angle
scenario �29,6� with laser produced electrons close to highest
density core in the precompressed DT fuel.

Another figure of merit illustrating the stabilizing effect of
beam temperature, especially the transverse one, is the maxi-
mum wave number kmax yielding a non-negative growth rate

FIG. 10. Same caption as Fig. 7 with np /nb=10000. FIG. 11. WEI GR profiles with Tp=10 keV, Tb=1 keV, Eb

=1 MeV, n�0, and n1�0, in terms of density ratio nb /np. �a� L;
�b� QL.
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�Fig. 14�. Here we selected a target plasma with parameters
close to those of the Osaka experiment �29�, with Tp

=100 eV and np /nb=100 so that n=0.1413.
kmax is then seen steadily decreasing as Tb increases. We

already noticed that isotropic and transverse Tb gives identi-
cal growth rates, in the present formalism. Recently, an al-
ternative approach to FIS has been advocated by Malkin and
Fisch �31� through highly energetic REB for controlling the
onset of Langmuir waves, thus featuring an ultimate and
nonlinear stage of WEI development. In Fig. 15, we probe
these suggestions with a target density np�1026

electrons/cm−3 and a 100 MeV REB. Such a beam is likely
to have a beam energy spread �Tb� at least of the order of 100
keV. Corresponding Weibel instability does not appear dam-
aging for this situation. So, the given scheme �31� could
retain some credance in FIS context.

Finally, it appears of interest to notice that in the hot
beam-hot target option of concern in many FIS situations the
maximum growth rate could be well approximated by �7�b��

FIG. 12. WEI GR profiles at high Tb with Tp=100 eV, np /nb

=100, and Eb=5 MeV. n�0 and n1=0. �a� Tb=500 keV; �b� Tb

=1 MeV.

FIG. 13. WEI GR profiles at high Tb. �a� Tp=500 eV; Tb

=500 keV; np /nb=103; Eb=1 MeV. �b� Tp=1 keV; Tb=1 MeV;
np /nb=100; Eb=5 MeV.

FIG. 14. Maximum wave number for positive growth rate in
terms of REB temperature.
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	-independent locations. L and QL values are respectively
obtained through �A ,B� from Eqs. �9b� and �28�.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We thoroughly explored every possible extension of the
linear Vlasov-Maxwell formalism �7� for the excitation of
electromagnetic collective modes in the interaction of intense
relativistic electron beams �REB� with a density gradient of
supercompressed deuterium+tritium �DT� fuel. We first wit-
nessed a highly encouraging feature of the quasilinear �QL�
growth rates which appear strongly damped with respect to
their purely linear �L� counterparts, except when both show
up negative.

We also investigated at length electron-electron collisions
between REB and target plasmas �Tp� as well as within in-
coming REB plasma. We found that QL growth rates are
often more affected by collisions than linear ones. This latter
appreciation has to be nuanced, as follows. Restricting to
REB-target plasma collisions, with n�0 and n1=0, one es-
sentially confirms a behavior documented previously
�8,9,31� according to which � gets enhanced above collision-
less values �n=0, n1=0� as long as kc /�p�1. On the other
hand, as soon as kc /�p�1, collisions drive the growth rates

to negative values. The inclusion of intra-REB scattering
does accentuate such a trend for a cold beam–cold Tp inter-
action �see, for instance, Fig. 5�b��.

However, enhanced beam and target temperatures �see
Fig. 7�b�� could also produce, at kc /�p�1, � /�p values
larger than collisionless ones.

Such conflicting behaviors induced us to consider with
attention the damping of WEI growth rates through signifi-
cant reduction of density ratio nb /np or rather high beam
temperature Tb. It should be appreciated that in the course of
these investigations a certain attention to moderate Tp has
been paid in the 100 eV–1 keV range, in order to cope with
the fast ignition scenario �FIS� in its most promising cone-
angle configuration with nb /np�100 �29�.

Our studies clearly demonstrate that giving a due attention
to distinct REB and Tp temperatures could provide an effi-
cient tuning of the WEI growth rate profiles.

Finally, it remains to perform a systematic investigation of
nonlinear WEI growth rates.

Indulging now into a more global perspective, one could
wonder about further refinements of growth rate calculations,
beyond the present quasilinear formalism. A preliminary step
in this direction could involve a 3-wave interaction mecha-
nism. However, the numerous and very intense PIC simula-
tions devoted to the fully nonlinear regime obviously de-
mand a more ambitious theoretical framework. Despite that
such a framework is not yet available, one could speculate
that present quasilinear improvements have only the status of
higher order corrections to an initial asymptotic approxima-
tion to the complete nonlinear growth rate. In such an occur-
rence, it appears problematic to bridge straightforwardly the
wide gap between present quasilinear treatment and a fully
nonlinear one.

Presently, it appears much more profitable to enlarge the
linear approximation by superimposing three electromag-
netic instabilities: Weibel, filamentation and 2-stream �4,32�
while allowing the wave-number vector k� to take any orien-
tation. Such an approach demonstrates that maximum growth
rates appear on an oblique ridge between transverse and par-
allel directions with respect to the initial beam. It seems to us
that quasilinear corrections to this combined approach of
electromagnetic instabilities might be worthwhile to pursue.
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FIG. 15. WEI GR profiles with Eb=100 MeV and Tb

=100 keV in a dense core with np /nb=104 and Tp=2 keV.
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